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Rethinking Authenticity In Tourism Experience
Airbnb participated during the High-level Discussion “The Future of Tourism, what is next ... one-of-a-kind stays and unique Experiences that make it possible for guests to experience the world in a ...

Airbnb confirms more than 100 alliances to help reactivate tourism, including CTO in the Caribbean
Before the pandemic, Sam Anthony and her partner, Veren Ferrera, crisscrossed the world full-time as digital nomads, sharing their experiences ... as the entire tourism industry ground to a ...

Can Influencers Save the Travel Industry From Itself?
Who defines what is "authentic" or "real"? "To suggest the life of a rural citizen is any more or less 'real' than that of an urban citizen of the same culture is condescending and can indicate a ...

Host Community Engagement
Because it is one of the sector that is experiencing the most rapid growth in global tourism, according to ... the weather… Hence importance of rethinking a client’s itinerary where the ...

I. Who is this new generation raised with digital technology and what is it looking for?
DoorDash’s foray in the esports field is part of a sponsorship approach that sees the food delivery brand building presence and authenticity ... of completely rethinking physical engagement with ...

Marketing Strategy
The president and CEO of the Indigenous Tourism Association of Canada (ITAC ... November and encourage Canadians to travel domestically this year and book authentic Indigenous experiences. “We’ve been ...

Indigenous tourism association negotiating a rebound piece by financial piece
They involve questions that go beyond authenticity and integrity ... Reconstruction of the mausoleums in Timbuktu: The role of local communities The experience of rebuilding the mausoleums destroyed ...

World Heritage and Reconstruction
To send content items to your account, please confirm that you agree to abide by our usage policies. If this is the first time you use this feature, you will be asked to authorise Cambridge Core to ...

The Global Middle East
As an artist of diverse expressions, with a penchant for nudes and portraits, Ekkpetorson noted that “the drive is to reveal authentic ... from humans and their experiences, the artist said ...

Ekpetorson showcasing Shades of humanity
authentic omotenashi hospitality. Partnering with Tokyo Management College in Chiba, Hotel Okura’s two-year tourism and hospitality programme will teach the ins and outs of the business beginning in ...

Lay of the land
Babb has based her... Introduction: RETHINKING GENDER, RACE, AND INDIGENEITY IN ANDEAN PERU Introduction: RETHINKING GENDER, RACE, AND INDIGENEITY IN ANDEAN PERU (pp. 1-32) Over dinner with longtime ...

Women's Place in the Andes: Engaging Decolonial Feminist Anthropology
Root’d is rethinking ... experiences and get-aways. After a year on pause, travel is finally resuming with popular tourist destinations opening back up. The revival of cannabis tourism mixed ...

The Emergence Of Cannabis As Luxury
Visitors can conduct business in a thriving cosmopolitan city with easy access to experience ... around them and tourism development as a source of value for the resources themselves. According to the ...

Panama Offers Unique Opportunity with Return of Meetings and Conventions at 25% Capacity
The units of broader study, enrichment activities and the Extended Project are considered to be valuable elements of the AQA Baccalaureate and we would therefore strongly encourage students to draw ...

BSc International Disaster Management and Humanitarian Response and Arabic
This past year has been disastrous for non-essential retailers. However, the fast integration of new digital technologies, such as online shopping platforms and live traffic monitors, has seen ...

Changemakers: Bricks and mortar shops won't be replaced but online shopping is here to stay
in-store experiences, rise of indie brands, content commerce and inclusivity; thinking digital-first; adapting with speed, and, perhaps most importantly, uncompromising authenticity.

NielsenIQ Talks Beauty Trends, Divulges Details of New Modern Shoppers
The Arab Antiquities Preservation Committee replaced the dilapidated, authentic flap with a new one that is currently ... a member of the parliamentary Tourism and Aviation Committee, to call June 12 ...

Ancient mosques in Egypt await rescue
DoorDash’s foray in the esports field is part of a sponsorship approach that sees the food delivery brand building presence and authenticity ... of completely rethinking physical engagement with ...
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